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AN IQNTZATICS CHAHSIS FCR

WON:TCBIS-S RA3ICACT:VE GAS

Background of the Invention

This preser.t invention provides sirple,

5 effective and accurate cumulative ceasureser.t cf

radioactive gas over a tis;e period.

Measureser.ts of radioactive gas are

i = portar.t for ssny purposes. Tritium

concentrations in potentially exposed workers

10 are seasured, for exa=ple. with periodic urine

specimens. Carbcn-I4 serves as a useful research

tool for monitoring the progress of sany chemical

and biological reactions and interactions. For

exaaple, nany nicrccrganissis break dewr? carbon-14

15 containing coEpounds in sugar to produce carbon-

ic dioxide gav: vrtiich can be collected and

measured to determine various characteristics of

tha =icroorganis=s. Beth tritiun and carfcon-14

dioxide produce low energy radiation which cannot

20 be easily neasured by conventional radioactivity

detectors.
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Radon (Rn-222) and thoron (Rr-:20) are

radioactive gases which are farsed in the uraniu-

snd thoriua decay series. They decay by alpha

eaissicr.s with a half-life of 3.8 days and 55.4

5 secerns respectively. When they are forsed near

the surface of uranius containing saterials such

as soil or rock, they can diffuse out into the

surrounding air where they and their daughter

products can pose a radiological hazard to ;jn

10 under certain conditions. Each tiae a rascn

(Rn-222) ator: decays, its daughter products,

pcloriu=-218 (PO-21S), lead-214 (Pb-214),

tisnuth-214 (Bi-214), po:cr,iua-214 (Pc-2:4),

decay in sequence with half lives of 3.05

15 ninutes, 26.8 sinutes, 19.7 ainutes, 0.16

silliseconds, respectively. The Po-218 and Po-

214 are nore hazardous than their radon gas

parent because they enit very energetic alpha

particles and they are particulates and can

20 deposit in lungs when breathed. Once in the

lungs, their high energy alpha enissions can

damage tissue and may cause cancer. Thoron

decays in a siailar manner, is haraful to a

lesser degree.
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Radon and associated daughter products

have long been known to be a causative agent for

lur.g cancer when present in high concentrations

usually found in uraniun nines- More recently,

S concern has been expressed by âr.y scientists

over the hi^h radon concentrations that have been

measured in poorly ventilated hcnes all across

the country. Hazardous radon concentrations

often build up in hones, especially in "tightly"

10 constructed energy-efficient hcnes ar.i in those

vhich have been retrofit sealed to conserve

energy. The U.S. Environnental Protection Agency

has estimated that 5,000-20,000 lung cancer

deaths will occur annually in the United States

15 as a consequence of this radon buildup in hoces.

The resulting concern over this hazard has given

riàe to a need for a low cost, passive instrument

for measuring the concentrations of these natural

radioactive gases. Similar health hazards are

20 associated with breathing other radioactive gases

such as tritium or carbon-I4 dioxide in and

around nuclear facilities.

Integrating-type monitors which measure

the average concentrations of radon or othnr

25 radioactive gases over a few days, veehs or
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sonths are especially useful because wide short-

tera fluctuations in concentration often occur

due to perturbations in ventilation and

ataosphevic conditions. The present invention

5 neets all of these needs. When used as a radcn

and/or thoron sonitor, it is siaple, saall anti

rugged enough to Le nailed to homeowners ar.d back

to the laboratory for readout. This elininates

the cost of technicians travellinq to and frcr

10 the hones to perfora the nonlt.cring. A niniature

version can be worn to nonitor workers for radcr..

thoron or tritiua exposure. In another

esbodinent, it serves to nonitor the very ssall

quantities of tritiu= and carbon-H dioxide

15 enitted froa biologically active cultures ir.

certain neasurenents and experinents.

Several scientists have c'escribed

various types of passive environaental radcn

monitors (PERMS) in recent years. However, only

20 a few of Then, e.g., A.C. George (Ref 1: A

Passive Environaental Radon Monitor; Radcn

Workshop — Feb. 1S77, KASL-325; 1977 p. 25) ar.d

C. Costa-Ribericî, et al. (Ref. 2: A Radcr>

Detector Suitable for Personnel or Area

25 Honitoring, Health Physics Vol. 17, 1969),
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utilized a thin aetal plate naintained at a high

negative volt' ~e to collect the positively

charged decay products of radon to gain

increased aeasureaent efficiency and accuracy.

5 This enhanced accuracy is especially needed for

the hc=e aonitoring application where radon

concentrations are normally low. Al". of these

workers took advantage of the fact thar the radon

daughter products are positively charged when

10 foraed. The alpha radiation emitted by the

daughter products is aeasured cither by

theraoluainescent dosimeters or by alpra track

detectors and the results arc used to calculate

the radoi. concentration.

15 The collection plates and the neasurir.g

detectors in these earlier devices were located

inside filtered passive diffusion chambers which

prevented the radon daughter products already

present ir outside air fron reaching the

20 detector. Only the parent radon gas can pass

through the filter by passive diffusion to enter

the measuring chaaber. In these earlier devices,

the radon gas which diffused into the chanber was

indirectly monitored by measuring the radiation

2 5 frosi the daughter products which are forr.ed



inside the chaaber after they vere collected on

the surface of the collectors. They did not

aeasure the parent radon gas directly.

Radioactive gases such as C-14 dioxide ar.d

5 tritiua do not fora Ciiargsd particulate daughter

products. Therefore, the earlier inventions

cited will not seasure these gases. The present

invention, hcvever, will aeasure any radioactive

gas because tr-.eir radioactive esissior.s alvays

10 gsnerat* ions in the chamber air. Further, the

present invention uses electret as a sensor which

is different fron the detectors used by earlier

devices.

Kotrappa et al. (Réf. 3: Electret - A

15 New Tool for Measuring Concentrations of Radon

and Thoron in Air) -•'•».. experiaented with

olectrets for indirect nonitoring of radon or

thoron. They used negatively charged electret as

a collector in the place of netal sheet

20 maintained at a high negative voltage. They also

measured alpha radiation of collected daughter

products by scintillation detectors or by other

known detectors.

In addition, they made an incidental

2 5 measureraent of charge on the polycarbonate sheet
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covered electret as a requiresent of

escperiaents to ensure sufficient charge or. the

polycarbonate sheet to collect the daughter

products. The difference in surface charge of

5 the polycarbonate sheet before and after the

experinent was not used for neasuresent of radc.-..

However, they found a rather poor correlation

between the difference in charge or. *.he

polycarbonate sheet (electret itself was net

10 aeasured) to the cusulative radon exposure ar.d

suggested furthc- work.

There are two reasons why that earlier

device gave a very poor correlation with rador.

exposure as follows: (l) The polycarbonate fell

15 used by Kotrappa, et al. had a ouch higher

electrical conductivity than the electret

material which was fluorocarbon polyoer. This

conductivity caused the ions which collected on

the p< .ycarbonate foil to ble^d off to ground

20 much nore readily than they do fron the electret.

(2) The adhesive tape and the air gap between the

polycarbonate foil and the electret caused by the

adhesive tape in the Kotrappa device also

perturbed the ion collection and retention
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c a p a b i l i t y of tho e l e c t r e t a s s e m b l "

substantial ly.

All of these factors contributed to the

very poor correlation between radon exposure and

5 surface voltage in the Kotrappa device and

rendered it unsuitable for radon monitoring.

In another paper, Kotrappa et al.

(Reference 4: Measurement of Potential Alpha

Energy Concentration of Radon and Thoron

10 Daughters Using an Electret Dosimeter, Rad. Frot.

Dos. Vol. 5, No. 1 of p.49-56 - 1983) measured

the voltage difference on an electret to quantify

the amount of alpha energy expended in air by

radon and thoron daughter products which were

15 captured on a filter. The system did not measure

radon gas. The device developed by Kotrappa et

al. in Réf. 4 also embodies a pump to transport

the radon daughter products into the chamber.

A need exists for small compact rugged

20 devices which are capable of accurately and

dependably measuring radiological gases and

integrating the measurenents over known times.

H.B. Marvin (Reference 5: U.S. Patent

#2,695,363; Method and Apparatus for Measuring

25 Ionizing Radiations, issued Nov. 23, 1954) used
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an electret to collect and store ions. The

chanber in this earlier invention wa» scaled to

prevent air entry so it aeasured only the gasaa

radiation which penetrated through the chamber

5 wall.

This correlation between electret

voltage and radon exposure using the present

invention (i.e., with no adhesive tape or

polycarbonate filsi) , is excelle.,t and it serves

10 as a very accurate radop aonitor. Figure 1 shows

this correlation using the present invention with

a 225 PI cup-shaped chamber and 2.3 en thick

electret Bade of FEP Teflon.

The present invention also differs fror.

15 devices which used real-tine detectors (i.e.,

devices connected to real-tiae electronic readout

systens). The present invention uses, instead,

an electret type detector which records and

integrates the positive or negative ions

20 generated by the radon and radon daughter

radiations without the need for connections to

electronic devices during the radon exposure

period. Real-time electronic equipment is too

expensive and unwieldy for large scale hose

25 nonitoring use.
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Soae aonitoring devices are too large

and heavy for hoae use because of the high

voltage batteries or power supply utilized to

maintain the charge on the detectors. Instead of

5 batteries, the present invention uses a saall

préchargea electret as described above. The

electret ion-collection approach enables an

accurate nonitoring device vhich is snail and

rugged enough to be sent to honeovners through

10 the sail. The use of a si=ple electret itself as

a sensor rather than a solid state detector

reduces the cost of the nonitor and its readout

equipsent substantially.

Sunaary of the Invention

15 The present invention measures and

integrates weasureaent of radioactive gases with

compact rugged portable devices. The devices are

suitable for use with neasurenents of any

radioactive gas, for exanple, radon, tritiun and

20 carbon-14 dioxide. For convenience of

understanding and compactness of disclosure, the

devices will be described in use with radon.
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The present invention makes ure of the

passive diffusion chaiaber principle, but it does

not depend on collection of the daughter

products, nor does it utilize oth^r radiation

5 detectors.

The present invention uses a charged

electret surface to collect ions formed by the

ionizing radiations (primarily alpha radiation)

emitter cy both the radon and radon daughters

10 anywhere in the chamber. This collection anc*

measurement of ions rather than daughter product

atoms eliminates the cause of a substantial error

found in the earlier radon monitors; viz., false

low radon concentration readings in measurements

15 taken in high relative humidity conditions. The

prosent invention exhibits no such error since

ion mobility is not. affecte* by hunidity.

The humidity error in the earlier

daughter product collection instrvaents vas

20 thought to be due to water molecules which, due

to their polar properties, gather on sose of the

charged daughter product atoms soon after their

formation. This added weight slowed down the

rate of travel of the affected daughter product

25 atoms giving them more time to be electrically
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neutralized by nearby negative ions. This

neutralisation stopped their collection, causing

then to decay in the chanter air rather than on

the solid state detector surface. This caused

5 the earlier monitors having solid state radiation

detectors to give radon concentration values

substantially below the actual value on hctnid

days.

The pr _ent invention depends on the

10 movement of ions rather than daughter products to

the collecting surface. Such ions are smaller

than the daughter product atons, and their

nobility is known to be unaffected by moisture.

Unlike the charged daughter product

15 atoms, the smaller ions move quickly and

efficiently to the electret froa any point in the

chamber even under high huaidity, to yield a true

radon concentration value.

This collection of ions rather than

20 daughter products also gives the newly invented

monitor wore sensitivity for monitoring radon or

thoron. Thia higher sensitivity is needed to

measure the low radon concentration found in »any

homes. The added sensitivity in the present

25 invention for radon measureaent comes fron the
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fact that it measures ionization froa the parent

radon-2 2 2 decay events which occur in the

charber. in addition to the daughter product

decay radiations. The earlier solid state

5 detection devices only measured the later

(daughter product) events whereas the electret in

the present invention collects ions foraed by the

parent radon-222 alpha particles as well as

those z'oraed by the two radon daughter products.

10 Thus, one-third sore decay events ire aeasured by

the present invention froa the sarse radon

concentrations. Tno previous monitor only

collected and measured the daughter products, rot

the radon itself because radon atons are not

IS electrostatically charged, and therefor-" are not

attracted to the charged detectors used in those

devices. Any iors which were attracted to the

charged detector in those earlier devices were

not seasured because the solid state radiation

20 detectors used wore not capable of neasur;ng ions

as dcos the electret in the present inver.tior..

The preferred einbodinent of the present

invention teaches exposing and reading the

voltage of the electret itself with nc foil

25 attached to it. The preferred eabodiser.t of the
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present invention does not pntihody a polycarbonate

foil on or above the elecriret. Instead, the

electrostatic field emanating froa the electret

surface is measured directly.

5 This correlation between electret

voltage and radon exposure using the present

invention (i.e., with no adhesive tape or

polycarbonate film), is excellent and it serves

as a very accurate radon n.onitor. Figure 1 shows

10 this correlation using the present invention with

a 225 ml cup-shaped chamber and 2.3 ra thick

electret made of FEP Teflon-

The present invention also differs froa

devices which used real-rime detectors (i.e.,

15 devices connected to real-time electronic ruadout

systeas). The present indention uses, instead,

an electtet type detector which records and

integrates the positive or negative ions

generated by the radora and radon daughter

20 radiations without -the need for connections to

electronic devices during the radon exposure

period. Real-time electronic equipment is too

expensive and vsr.vieldy for large scale hose

monitoring use.
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Some monitoring devices are too large

and heavy for home usa because of the high

voltage batteries or power supply utilized to

maintain the charge on the detectors. The

5 present invention does not use any battery or

high voltage source but uses a small préchargea

electret as described above. The electret ion-

collection approach enables an accurate

monitoring device which is small and rugged

1C enough to be sent to homeowners through the mail.

The use of a simple electret as a sensor rather

than a solid state detector reduces the cost of

the monitor and its readout equipment

substantially.

15 The present invention measures radon gas

concentration in the environment, not radon

daughter products because it embodies a filter

which precludes daughter products from entering

the measuring chamber. The present invention

20 utilizes passive diffusion to transport the radon

into the chamber.

The charged electrets used to collect

and measure radon generated ionization in the

invention can be of either positive or negative

25 polarity. Depending on the polarity of the
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electret used, it functions in the invention in

one of the following ways:

1) Using a positively charged

electret: When a positively charged electret is

5 used as in the preferred embodiment of the

invention, only the negative ions generated by

the alpha emissions in the chamber collection on

the surface of the electret. Here, the surface

of the electret repels both the positive ions and

10 the radon daughter products (which are all

positively charged) causing them to move to and

attach to the chamber wall where their

electrostatic charge immediately discharges to

the ground. The daughter products eventually

15 decay on the chamber wall with 50% of them

emitting their radiations (prinarily alpha

particles) back into the chamber air to ionize

the air therein. The negative ions accumulate on

the positive electret, causing its surface

20 voltage to decrease. A measure of this electret

voltage reduction again serves as the basis for

calculating the desired radon concentration

value, as described above.

2) Using a negatively charged

25 electret: When a negatively charged collector-
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electret is used, the positive ions which are

formed by the radiations fro» the decay of radon

and radon daughter product atons move quickly to

the negative electret by virtue of the

5 electrostatic potential field established in the

chamber. In this embodiment, the negative air

ions which are generated in the chambar air move

to the chamber wall where they are discharged to

ground.

10 As the positive ions buildup on the

negative elactret, they cause the electret

surface voltage to decrease. A measurement of

the difference in the elecrtret surface voltage

before and after the radon exposure can then be

15 used to determine the desired raUcn concentration

value using a predetermined calibration table.

In this embodiment, the positively charged

daughter products are also attracted to the

electret. This phenomena is of l i t t l e practical

20 consequence when smaller chambers (i .e. , up to

about 1 liter) are used because the majority of

the iona formed by their decay radiations get

collected and measured regardless of where the

radon decay events take place in the chamber.

25 However, this daughter product collection
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increases the sensitivity of monitors having

chamber volumes larger than one liter.

When larger chambers &re used to gain

more sensitivity, al] or part of the inner

5 chamber surfaces may als=o be lined with electret

material charged in i polarity opposite to that

of the electret to aid in moving the ions toward

the electret before they recombine, i.e., to

repel the ions toward the electret to hasten

10 their capture on its surface. This same electret

lining of the chamber can also be used in the

invention with an uncharged piece of electret

material (fluorocarbon polymer) in place of the

electret. In this embodiment, the uncharged

15 polyner piece serves to collect and retain the

ions which are repelled by the charged chamber

surfaces because it is at a much lower voltage

and, in effect, behaves as if it were charged in

the opposite polarity. The charge from the radon

20 emissions builds up with increased radon exposure

in this embodimer. .

The volume of the chamber can also be

varied to increase or decrease the sensitivity

and dynamic range of the invantion for radon

25 measurement within limits. The radon
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sensitivity of the invention is directly

proportional to the chamber volume over a large

volume range. Chambers up to 5 liters in volume

can be used for high sensitivity and down to

5 0.005 liters for low sensitivity within this

proportional range. The sensitivity falls

rapidly in chambers less than about 0.05 liters

because aore of the alpha particle energy is

expended in the chamber walls rather than in

10 ionizing air in the chamber. Accordingly,

chambers of less than 0.05 liters are preferred

in monitors which require low sensitivity, e.g.,

those exposed to high radon concentrations for

long durations.

15 The electrets used in the present

invention are, in the preferred embodiment, raade

of fluorocarbon polymer or some other suitable

polymer having a high eD actrical resistivity

which pre"cr>ts the accumulated charge from

20 "leaking" to yround. FE? or PTFE Teflon of 1 to

?00 ail thickness are preferred materials for the

purpose.

Within limits (up to about 500 nils),

the thicker the electret, the larger its surface

25 voltage becomes for equivalent electrostatic
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charge r.nà the larger its voltage drop will be

for equivalent radon exposure. Thus, the

electret thickness is varied in practice to

obtain an optimum voltage change depending on the

5 number of ions expected to accumulate on the

electret in a given radon monitoring situation.

Two electrtits of different polarity

(i.e., one positive and one negative) and

different thickness can also be embodied in the

10 same chamber to extend the dynamic range of the

monitor. For example, a thick positive electret

will give maximum voltage change for low radon

concentrations and a thin, negative electret in

the same chamber will record high concentrations

15 beyond the range of the thick electret. Since

one of the electrets in this embodiment collects

only negative ions and the other collects only

positive ions, they both function in the same

chamber.

20 In another embodiment of the invention,

an uncharged detector (electrically neutral)

detector cap mads of high dielectric electret

material (usually fluorocarbon polywer) is fixed

in a rigid holder above the electret, as shown in

25 Figure 3b. The detector cap may either be in
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direct contact with the electret or be held a

short distance directly below it. In this

embodiment, the detector cap is transparent to

the electrostatic field emanating from the

5 electret under it so the ions generated by radon

decay in the chamber collect on the cap surface

rather than on the electiet itself. In this

embodiment, the cap is removed from the electret

and the increase in its surfice voltagp is

10 measured (rather than the decrease in electret

voltage) to determine the radon concentration

value. The configuration shown in Figure 3b

perm/.ts the cap to be removed from the electret

for measurement without altering the charge on it

15 (the cap).

This electret detector cap is usually

tha same size and shape as the electret, i.e., if

the electret is a 3 era. diameter disc, the cap is

also a 3 cm. disc. Being made of the same

20 material as the electret, this cap is initially

transparent to the electric field from the

electret under it. This is true regardless of

the polarity of the electret charge. As

mentioned above, the cap intercepts and collects

25 the ions drawn toward the elactret by virtue of
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its (the electret's) electrostatic field. These

intercepted ions accumulate on the cap surface

and are held there finaly by the electrostatic

field of opposite polarity emanating from the

5 permanently charged electret underlying it. The

accumulated charge on the cap can be measured at

any time by removing it (the cap) from the

electret and measuring its (the cap's) surface

voltage. The surface cap voltage of the detector

]O cap increases with increased radon exposure as

shown by the calibration curve shown in Figure 2.

This capped electret assembly can be

substituted directly for the uncapped one (as

used in the preferred embodiment) in the

15 ionization chamber of the present invention for

monitoring radon.

This capped electret embodiment has

advantages over the preferred embodiment for some

applications. Most important, the charge on the

20 electret is not diminished by use so it never has

to be recharged. Its radon measuring accuracy is

not affected by voltage instabilities in the

underlying elf.-ctret because the voltage of the

cap, not that of the electret, is measured to

25 determine the radon concentration. Also since
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the cap always has zero charge prior to radon

exposure, there is no need to measure and record

the surface voltage before use of the invention,

i.e., a single voltage measurement after the

5 radon exposure is all that is needed to sake t>.e

radon concentration calculation.

Since the ions collect on the detector

cap rather than on the electret itself in this

capped electret embodiment, the surface voltage

10 of the electret remains essentially constant

throughout the exposure and measurement process.

This results in a substantial cost advantage for

the capped embodiment because there is no need to

recharge the electret after each monitoring use.

15 Instead, it is only necessary to place a new

uncharged cap on the same electret to proceed

with the next radon measurement. The caps can be

discharged in various viys and re-used nany

times.

20 Kotrappa, et al. (see discussion of

Reference 3 above) placed a cap on their electret

in a manner similar to that taught in this

embodiment, however, as pointed out in the above

discussion on this reference, they used a cap

25 made of polycarbonate rather than fluorocarbon
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polymer and they did not measure the surface

voltage of the separated cap for acnitoring the

radioactive gas as taught here.

The preferred embodiment of the

5 invention is a snail (40-500 til) chamber into

which radon or other radioactive gas can readily

enter by diffusion through a hole covered with a

filter mesbrane itaterial. The membrane material

a-d thickness is chosen so as to delay the

10 transport of any thoron which may be present so

it all decays avay before it gets into the

chamber. Thoron has a half life of only 55.6

sec. so this is readily accomplished by a latex

rubber nembrane 50 uni thick. The avcrivj.» amount

15 of thoron present can be monitored by subtracting

the readings of two like devices which have been

exposed for the same tiae period, one vith and

one without a thoron excluding membrane.

A positively charged electret is fixed

20 to the inside surface of the chamber which

electrostatically collects the negative ions

(electrons) which are generated in the chamber by

tho decaying radon and radon daughter products.

Each negative ion neutralizes a positive ion in

25 the electret causing the surface voltage of the
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electret to drop. The invention has a simple

adhesive tape sealing Mechanism for opening and

closing it to radon entry from the surrounding

environment and a lid vhich can be opened to

5 permit removal of the electret for neasurement or

replacement.

After the initial electret voltage is

measured and the monitor is located in or on the

home facility or person to be measured, the user

10 removes the tape seal over the filtered hole in

the chamber for a known, predetermined time so

that the radioactive gas in the environment can

enter. Wnen the exposure time is over, the

homeowner reseals the chamber hole with ths

15 mechanism provided and returns the whole device

to the laboratory vîiere the final electret

voltage is measured. A comaercial surface

voltage mf instrument is available which

can measure these electret voltages to within 1

20 volt without disturbing the renaining charge on

the electret. Thus, the electret can usually be

remeasured or reused repeatedly without

recharging. From tiie difference in the elec'ret

voltage readings befora and after the radon

25 exposure, the average concentration of radon
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which existed in the surrounding environnent

during the test period is calculated using a

calibration curve.

Brief Description of the Drawings

5 Figure 1 is a plot of a calibration

curve showing the response of the preferred

environment of the invention to various amounts

of radon-

Figure 2 is a plot of a calibration

10 curve showing the response of the alternative

embodiment of the invention to various amounts of

radon.

Figure 3 is a sectional elevation of the

preferred embodiment of an ionization chanber for

15 monitoring radon constructed according to the

present invention.

Figure 3a is ar. exploded sectional

elevation of the electret assembly in the

preferred embodiment.

20 Figure 3b is an exploded sectional

elevation of an alternative capped electret

assembly embodiment which can be substituted for

the electret asseably shuWn in Figure 3.
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Figure 3c is a view of an alternate

embodiment showing a positively charged electrode

ïixe-d into the inside surface of the chamber.

Figure 4 is a sectional elevation of an

5 alternate embodiment of an ioniz&tion chamber for

jsonitoring radon constructed according to the

present invention which has features which reduce

the contribution of background gamma radiation to

the radon signal.

10 Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Figures 1 and 2 were described earlier.

The basic components of the preferred

emrndinent of the ionization chaaber for

monitoring radioactive gases shown in Figure 3

15 are the cup-shaped chamber 10, a porous,

renewable cover assembly 30 and a reacvable

electret assembly 60 fixed to the bottom surface

12 of the chamber 10. The monitor includes a

removable adhesive tape seal 5 which adheres to

20 the top of the cover 30 to seal the conitor

against radon entry before and after its exposure

to the environment to be measured. Cup 10 has a

circular disk-shaped botton 12. A truncated
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cone-shaped side waJ.1 14 extends upward froa the

periphery of the disk-shaped bottom 12 and

terminates upwardly in a large, open, upper edge

16.

5 A roundeê ledge 19 around the inner

perimeter of the c^p li slightly below the upper

edge 16 serves as a seat and a seal for the cover

30. A friction fi— or an appropriate adhesive or

an adhesive tape around the edge 16 serves to

10 hold the cover 3.0 on the ledge 19 when the

monitor 1 is asseailed.

The cover 30 contains a hole or group of

holes 31 near i^3 center to permit gases to

enter. A filter 50 and a membrane 51 are fixed

15 over the holes 33. on the bottom of the cover 30

with an appropriate adhesive bond. Filter 50

removes particles, ions and radon daughter

products from the ambient gas that passes in and

out of the chamber- 10 through the holes 31 in the

20 cover 30. The membrane 51 serves to exclude

thoron gas from entering by delaying its

diffusion until it all decays (is half life is

only 55.6 sec.) .

Holes Si through the cover 30 permit

25 radon to diffuse through the filter 50 and into
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the chamber 10 continuously while excluding all

outside dust, ions and charged radon daughter

atoms.

The charged electret 61 attracts and

5 captures any ions of opposite polarity formed in

the chamber 10 by the nuclear emissions of the

decaying radon and radon daughter products. The

chamber 10 can be made of any rigid material

which is impermeable to radon, such as metal or

10 plastic, but its inner surface must be

electrically conductive to conduct away to ground

any electrostatic charged caused by ions which

attach to it during monitoring. The cover 30 can

be made of any rigid material such as plastic or

15 metal, but its inner surface must also be

electrically conductive.

An electret assembly 60 is fixed in the

center of the inside surface of the chamber

bottom 12.

20 The top portion of the cylindrical

electret assembly 60 fits tightly into hole 20

through the bottom 12 of chamber 10 but the

bottom ring 67 will not pass through the hole 20

because it is larger in diameter than the hole

25 20. Accordingly, it seals against the chamber
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bottom 12. The electret assembly 60 is held in

place by a cardboard disk 69 which is forced into

the bottom of the chamber 3.0 so as to hold the

assembly ring 67 firmly against the chamber

5 bottom 12. The cardboard disk 69 can be removed

to remove the assembly 60. Figure 3a is a

sectional elevation of this electret assembly.

The bottom of the electret 61 is covered with an

electrically conductive metallic backing 62.

10 This backing 62 is electrically connected to the

surface of the electret protector cup 63 by a

metal foil 64 held in place by the friction

fitted retainer disk 65, which is usually aade

of cardboard.

15 The electret protector cup 63 has a hole

66 in its top which exposes the electret 61 and

permits its electrostatic field to emanate into

the chamber 10. The electret assembly 60 can be

removed from the chamber 10 for measurement by

20 mechanically breaking the adhesive bond between

the retainer disk 65 and the chamber bottom 12.

The preferred shape of the electret 61,

which is permanently electrostatically charged,

is a disk, as shewn.
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Figure 3b is a sectional elevation of an

alternative electret and cap assemblies 70 which

embodies a cap 71 held above or in contact with

the electret 72 by a cap holder 73. The cap 71

5 is suspended across the hole 74 in the cap holder

7 3 by adhesive bonding attachment to the cap

holder 73. The cap 71 is made of a fluorocarbon

polymer having a high electrical resistivity so

the ions which accumulate on its surface do not

10 bleed off to ground. The electret 72 is bonded

to the bottom of the electret holder 75 which

fits inside of the cap holder 73 to bring the

electret 72 into contact with the cap 71. The

electret 72 and cap 71 ^ar b-e held in contact by

15 bonding applied between the electret holder 75

and the cap holder 73.

Figure 4 shows an optional cup-in-cup

embodiment which can be used with either

embodiment of the invention to improve their

2 0 radon measuring accuracy. This inner chamber or

cup 80 is of the same shape as the chamber 10 ii.

the preferred embodiment shown in Figure 3 and it

fits inside of the chamber 20 in Figures 3 and 4.

Either embodiment of the invention will function

25 without this inner cup SO but it serves to
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impro/e the accuracy oZ the radon measurement.

Prior to storage and shipment, the inner cup 80

is slipped inside the radon monitoring chamber

10. The tight fitting cover 30 containing the

5 filter 30 is then placed on the inner cup 80 and

adhesive tape 81 is applied between the two

components to hold them together and to prevent

radon entry into the volume remaining in the

false bottom 82 during storage and shipment. The

10 entire inner surface of the false volume 82 is

lined vith a conductive material to prevent the

electrostatic field from the electret 61 from

entering inner cup 80.

It can be seen that the inner cup 80

15 purges the air and radon from the ionization

chamber 10 as it is shoved into place inside the

chamber 10. The inner cup 80 has a false bottom

8? which straddles the electret assembly 60 or 70

without touching it when the in:ier cup 80 is in

20 place inside the chamber .10. With the radon and

air thus substantially removed from the radon

chamber 10, ions are prevented from forming and

collecting on the electret 61 or electret cap 71

(depending or. the embodiment used) . Thus the

25 inner cup 80 effectively stops the radon
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monitoring process in the invention when it is in

place inside the chamber 10. The same inner cup

80 eliminates all unwanted ionization generated

by the background gamma radiation which

5 penetrates the chamber 10. This improves the

accuracy of the invention because background

radiation is known to vary from place to place.

Figure 3c shows a positively charged

electret 61' fixed to the inside surface of the

10 chamber 10'. The positively charged elactret 01'

forms a second electret which lies in a spaced

apart relation from the first electret 61. The

second electret comprises substantially the inner

surface of the chamber.
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THE EMBODIMENTS OF THK INVENTION IN MUCH AN EXCLUSIYK I'ROI'ntTV OR
PRIVILEGE IS C1.AJMKD AKE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:

1. A radioactive gas monitoring

apparatus comprising a container, openings in the

container for allowing gases to enter the

container, a filter over the openings to exclude

5 entry of radioactive progeny attached to

particles, said container having an inner surface

which is electrically conductive, an electret

positioned within the container for holding an

electrostatic charge which collects ions and

10 other charged substances formed in the container

by radioactive decay of the radioactive g .̂ses and

their progeny, a removable means conncctod to the

container for mounting the electret, and ceans

for reducing the volume of gas exposed to the

15 electret when the chamber is not in use.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein

the electret is negatively charged so that i t

collects positively charged ions and radon

daughter products formed in the container.
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3. The apparatus of claim 1 whereip

the electret is positively charged so that it

collects negative ions formed in the container.

4. A radioactive gas monitoring

apparatus comprising a container with

electrically conductive surfaces, openings in the

container for allowing gases to enter the

5 container, a filter over the openings to exclude

entry of radon progeny attached to particles, a

first electret positioned within the container

for holding an electrostatic charge which

collects the charged substances formed in the

10 container by radiation from tha radioactive gases

and their progeny, a second electret positioned

within the container spaced from the first

electret, the second electret having an

electrostatic charge which is opposite to an

15 electrostatic charaa of the first electret for

repelling charged substances in the gas by the

second electret toward the first electret.
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5. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein

the first eloctret is charged negatively and

wherein the second electret is charged positively

for driving negatively charged substances in the

gas toward the first electret.

6. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein

the negatively charged electret comprises means

for collecting positively charged substances in

the gas and the positively charged electret

comprises means for collecting negatively

charged substances in the gas.

7. The apparatus of claia 5 wherein

the first electret is mounted on an inner surface

of the container.

8. The apparatus of clain 7 wherein

the second electret is.- mounted on substantially

all inner walls of the container.
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9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein

the second electret comprises the inner surface

of the container and wherein the. first electret

is mounted on one portion of the inner surface of

the container, and further comprising a detector

cap being mounted close to and in the electric

field of the first electret.

10. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein

said filter comprises means mounted on the

container and covering the openings in the

container for filtering aerosols and particles

from gases entering the container through the

openings.

11. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein

the container comprises a generally circular

bottom and a wall extending upward therefrom to a

circular edge and wherein a cover overlies the

circular edge and wherein the electret is

mounted on an inside of either the cover or the

bottom.
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12. The apparatus of claim 11 further

comprising a dotcctor cap mounted clo£.» to and in

the electric field of the electret-

13. The ajçaratus of clain 1 further

conprising a purging cup moars fittin? within the

container for purging gas frcn the container.

14 . The apparatus of claia 1 further

conprising a renoviile botton en tie container

for holding the electret pesitionei within the

container on the be-ton and for reasval with the

electrtt for aeasrring charge change on the

electret.
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15- A method of monitoring a

radioactive gas comprising increasing gas volume

adjacent a charged electret, passing the

radioactive gas including radon through a filter

5 into an opening of a container having

electrically conductive surfaces, attracting ions

formed by decay ra Uation of the radioactive gas

within the container to the surface of the

charged electret mounted within the container,

10 reducing the charge of thn eïcotret such that the

electret surface charge changes at a rate

proportional to the concentration of the

radioactive gas, and reducing gas volume

adjacent the electret when not in use.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein the

electret surface charge diminishes at a rate

proportional to radon concentration.

17. The method of claim 15 wherein the

surface charge increases on a detector cap

mounted close to and in the electric field of the

electret.
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18. The method of claim 17 further

comprising repelling the charged particles toward

the detector cap by a second electret mounted

within the container in a position spaced from

the first electret and from the detector cap, the

second electret having a charge similar to a

charge on the particles attracted to the detector

cap.

19. The method of claim 17 further

comprising removing the detector cap from the

first electret, sensing the effect of decay on

the detector cap, and returning a fresh detector

cap to the first electret.

20• The method of claim 15 further

comprising removing the electret, sensing the

effect of decay on the electret, and returning a

fresh electret into the container.

21 . The method of claim 15 further

comprising placing a • cup-like purging

container inside the detection container after

monitoring radon and thereby purging gas from the

detection chamber.
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22. A radioact ive gas soniconng

apparatus comprising o container forŝ ed of

plastic having a surface vhich is electrically

conductive and having a cover, op-eninys in the

5 container for allowing gases to enter the

container, a filter to exclude particles and

radon progeny, a first eiectiet positioned within

the container for holding an electrostatic chirgc

which collects the charged! substances forne; in

10 the container by radiation fron. the decaying

radioactive products, a removable xseans connected

to the container for mounting the electret, and

means for reducinç the volume of gas exposed to

the electret when the chc.-i>er is -ot in use.

23 . Thf. apparat-js in c la ia 22 vh«rein

the e l ec t r e t ic negatively charged so th*t i t

c o l l e c t s p o s i t i v e l y charged ions ar.d radon

daughter products formed in the container .

24 • The apparatus in claim 22 vierein

the electret is positively charged so ttat it

collects negative ioiis formed ir. the ccntair.er.
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25 . Ti-.-e apparatus of claim 22 further

comprising a second electret positioned within

the container spaced frosi the first electret, the

second electret: having an electrostatic charge

which is opposite to an electrostatic charge cf

the f irs t electret for repelling charged

substances in the gas by the second electret.

toward the firs- electret.

26- The apparatus of claim 25 wherein

the first electret is charged negatively apd

wherein the seoond electret is charged positively

for driving negatively charged substances in tiie

gas toward the second electret.

27. The apparatus cf claia 26 wherein

the negatively charged electret comprises means

for collecting positively charged substances in

the gas and the positively charged electret

reducing raear-s for collecting negatively charged

substances i- the gas.
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28 • A radioactive gas monitoring

apparatus comprising a container formed of an

electrically conductive material and having a

cover, openings in the container for allowing

5 gases to enter the container, a filter for

excluding particles and radon progeny, an

electret positioned within the container

comprises means for holding an electrostatic

charge which collects the charged substances

10 formed in the container by radiation from the

decaying radioactive products, a removable means

connected to the container for mounting the

electret, and means for reducing tie volume of

gas exposed to the electret when the: chamber is

15 not in use.

29 . The apparatus of claim 1 wherein

said filter comprises means for excluding radon

progeny produced by the radioactive decay of

radon.
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